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Regulatory Action 
 
30 June 2021 

SGX RegCo reprimands Trek 2000 International Ltd., former 
Executive Chairman and CEO Henn Tan and former Executive Director 
Poo Teng Pin  

 

Public reprimand: Breach of Listing Rules 

 
1. Singapore Exchange Regulation (“SGX RegCo”) reprimands Trek 2000 International Ltd. (the 

“Company”), Mr Henn Tan (former Executive Chairman and Chief Executive Officer) and Mr 
Poo Teng Pin (former Executive Director) for breaches of the Listing Rules. 

 
2. RSM Corporate Advisory Pte Ltd (“RSM”) was appointed by the Company’s Audit Committee 

(“AC”) to conduct an inquiry and review of past transactions entered into by the Company. 
The review concluded that agreements entered into by the Company with T-Data Systems (S) 
Pte. Ltd. (“T-Data”) and S-Com Solutions (Hong Kong) Co. Limited (“S-Com HK”) were 
interested person transactions (“IPTs”). The following instances of non-compliance with the 
Listing Rules were noted: 

 
(a) Listing Rules 905, 906 and 907 requiring issuers to make immediate announcements 

and seek prior approval from independent shareholders for IPTs and to disclose in 
annual reports details on IPTs. 

 
The Company had failed to make the requisite disclosures on and to seek independent 
shareholders’ prior approval for the IPTs with T-Data and S-Com HK in each of FY2010 
to FY2013. 

 
SGX RegCo notes that Mr Henn Tan and Mr Poo Teng Pin have pleaded guilty to 
offences under the Securities and Futures Act in negligently failing to make immediate 
announcements on interested person transactions.  

 
(b) Listing Rule 719(1) requires an issuer to have a robust and effective system of internal 

controls, addressing financial, operational and compliance risks.  
 
RSM noted that the Company’s management had not put in place guidelines, internal 
controls and review procedures for the identification of interested persons and IPTs, as 
well as the valuation, approval and reporting of IPTs.  
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3. Listing Rule 720(1) read with Listing Rule 210(5)(b) requires directors and management to 
demonstrate character and integrity expected of directors and management of listed issuers.  
 
SGX RegCo is of the view that Mr Henn Tan (former Executive Chairman and Chief Executive 
Officer ) and Mr Poo Teng Pin (former Executive Director), who were implicated in the RSM 
report, have failed to act in the interest of shareholders as a whole by failing to safeguard the 
interest of the Company and shareholders. They have failed to demonstrate the character and 
integrity expected of directors and management of listed issuers, in breach of Listing Rule 
720(1) read with Listing Rule 210(5)(b).  
 

4. SGX-listed companies are advised to consult SGX RegCo before they appoint Mr Henn Tan and 
Mr Poo Teng Pin as their director and/or executive officer.  
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Background of events leading to the public reprimand 
 
5. On 25 February 2016, the Company’s Board of Directors announced on SGXNET that it had, 

through the AC, discovered that the Company had entered into certain IPTs, as defined under 
Chapter 9 of the Mainboard Rules, with T-Data from 27 November 2007 to 26 March 2014.  

 
6. Following this discovery, the AC appointed TSMP Law Corporation (“TSMP”) on 4 April 2016 to 

conduct an independent inquiry into these IPTs. 
 
7. On 26 April 2016, the Company announced that it was informed by its auditors, Ernst & Young 

LLP (“EY”), that a report had been submitted by EY to the Accounting and Corporate Regulatory 
Authority (“ACRA”) on matters that had come to EY’s attention in the course of their audit of 
the financial statements of the Company and its subsidiaries for the year ended 31 December 
2015. 

 
8. Subsequently on 25 May 2016, the Company announced that it received a notice from the 

Commercial Affairs Department of the Singapore Police Force (“CAD”) that the CAD was 
conducting an investigation into certain transactions undertaken by the Company and 
requested for certain information and documents to be provided. 

 
9. On 8 June 2016, the Company commissioned RSM to conduct a review of the past transactions 

with those parties that were identified by TSMP as interested persons. Given the report by EY 
to ACRA and the ongoing investigations by the CAD, the AC also instructed RSM to expand the 
scope of work to include any suspicious transactions. 
 

10. RSM’s Executive Summary was released by the Company via SGXNET on 18 July 2017. 
 
RSM’s findings on IPTs 
 
11. RSM’s findings reveal that between FY2008 and FY2015, the Company had entered into 

transactions with T-Data and another company, S-Com HK.  
 

12. Based on RSM's review, T-Data and S-Com HK are associates of Mr Henn Tan and Mr Poo Teng 
Pin. The aggregate value of the IPTs for each financial year for FY2010 to FY2013 exceeded 5% 
of the Group’s audited NTA for the respective preceding financial year. However, no 
announcements were made by the Company and no shareholders’ approval was sought. 
Further, no disclosures were made in the Company’s annual reports.  
 

13. In light of the above, SGX RegCo is of the view that the Company had failed to make immediate 
announcements, seek independent shareholders’ approval and disclose in the annual report 
details of the IPTs entered into with Mr Henn Tan in each of FY2010 to FY2013 and with 
associates of Mr Poo Teng Pin in FY2011 and FY2012, in breach of Listing Rules 905, 906 and 
907 of the Listing Manual. 
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Failure to put in place a robust and effective system of internal controls 
 

14. Based on a review of minutes of Board meetings and AC meetings from FY2007 to FY2015, and 
from TSMP’s interviews conducted with Mr Henn Tan and Mr Poo Teng Pin, RSM noted that 
the Company had not put in place guidelines, internal controls and review procedures for the 
identification of interested persons and interested person transactions, the valuation, 
approval and reporting of IPTs.    
 

15. In light of the above, SGX RegCo is of the view that the Company has failed to put in place a 
robust and effective system of internal controls, in breach of Listing Rule 719(1).   

 
Failure to demonstrate character and integrity 
 
16. Mr Henn Tan as the former Executive Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Company 

and Mr Poo Teng Pin as the former Executive Director have caused the Company to breach 
Listing Rules 719(1), 905, 906 and 907. SGX RegCo notes that Mr Henn Tan and Mr Poo Teng 
Pin have pleaded guilty to offences under the Securities and Futures Act in negligently failing 
to make immediate announcements on IPTs. As directors and/or executive officers, they have 
a duty to act in the interest of the Company and shareholders as a whole. They are required 
to ensure that the Company’s system of internal controls is robust and effective in addressing 
the financial, operational and compliance risks of the Company, but they have failed to do so.  
 

17. In light of the above, SGX RegCo is of the view that Mr Henn Tan and Mr Poo Teng Pin have 
failed to act in the interest of shareholders as a whole by failing to safeguard the interest of 
the Company and shareholders. They have failed to demonstrate the character and integrity 
expected of the directors and management of listed issuers, which is a breach of Listing Rule 
720(1) read with Listing Rule 210(5)(b). 
 

18. SGX RegCo understands that there are other charges against Mr Henn Tan. Court proceedings 
against him are currently ongoing.  
 

19. SGX-listed companies are advised to consult SGX RegCo before they appoint Mr Henn Tan and 
Mr Poo Teng Pin as their director and/or executive officer.  
 

 
 

-End- 
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About Singapore Exchange 

 
Singapore Exchange is Asia’s leading and trusted securities and derivatives market infrastructure, 
operating equity, fixed income, currency and commodity markets to the highest regulatory standards. 
It also operates a multi-asset sustainability platform, SGX FIRST or Future in Reshaping Sustainability 
Together (sgx.com/first).   
 
SGX is committed to facilitating economic growth in a sustainable manner leveraging its roles as a key 
player in the ecosystem, a business, regulator and listed company. With climate action as a key priority, 
SGX aims to be a leading sustainable and transition financing and trading hub offering trusted, quality, 
end-to-end products and solutions. 
 
As Asia’s most international, multi-asset exchange, SGX provides listing, trading, clearing, settlement, 
depository and data services, with about 40% of listed companies and over 80% of listed bonds 
originating outside of Singapore. SGX is the world’s most liquid international market for the benchmark 
equity indices of China, India, Japan and ASEAN. Headquartered in AAA-rated Singapore, SGX is globally 
recognised for its risk management and clearing capabilities. For more information, please visit 
www.sgx.com. 
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